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We have observed the deexcitation x-ray spectra of the exotic molecules (dm4He)* and (dm3He)* with
good statistics and low background. From the time distributions of these x rays, we have directly determined
the muon transfer rates from ground-state muonic deuterium atoms to helium nuclei. The obtained transfer
rates in gaseous mixtures at;30 K areld3He5(1.85660.077)3108 s21 to 3He, andld4He5(10.5060.21)
3108 s21 to 4He. In liquid mixtures, we measured the muon transfer ratesld3He5(2.7760.73)3108 s21


andld4He5(14.261.4)3108 s21. These transfer rates have to be multiplied with the target density and the
atomic helium concentration to obtain the ‘‘effective transfer rates’’ for a specific target composition. The
expected isotopic effect between mixtures containing3He and mixtures containing4He, as well as with respect
to the hydrogen-helium case, is clearly confirmed. A density effect was observed for both isotopic composi-
tions. We investigated the widths and the energies of the intensity maxima of the observed energy spectra of
the molecular x rays. From the comparison of the measured energy spectra with calculated ones, we conclude
that decay from the rotational stateJ51 of the muonic molecule dominates over decay fromJ50 at the
investigated experimental conditions.


PACS number~s!: 36.10.Dr, 34.70.1e, 33.20.Rm, 82.30.Fi
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I. INTRODUCTION


A. Muon transfer process


Muonic molecules are a valuable tool to test theoreti
atomic and molecular models because many observable
larger than those in the analogous electronic system, du
the heavier mass of the muon. The muon transfer rate f
hydrogen to helium is of particular interest in view of i
connection to the classical case of muon catalyzed fus
(mCF), namely, the muon induced fusion of the nuclei
two hydrogen isotopes@1#. Muon transfer to helium is a
muon loss channel for the fusion cycle, and3He or 4He are
continuously produced by the fusion process and accu
lated in the target. Additionally, in mixtures containing tr
tium, the 3He content constantly increases due to nucleab
decay of tritium.
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Direct transfer of negative muons from the ground state
muonic hydrogen (mh)1s and its isotopes (h stands for any
hydrogen nucleus: protonp, deuterond, or triton t, m indi-
cates the muon! to high-Z nuclei ~nuclei with chargeZ>3)
occurs with rates of the order of 1011 s21 @2#. The hmHe
system~He is the respective helium isotope3He or 4He) is
exceptional among thehmZ systems. Long ago, it wa
pointed out for the equivalent electronic system that the m
lecular term 2ps, which corresponds to the separated hyd
gen atom in the ground state, has a small attractive pote
and does not cross the 1ss term, which corresponds to th
ground state of the helium ion He21 @3#. Calculations for the
muonic system lead to small transfer rates of the order
;106 s21, which was explained analogously by the absen
of crossings and pseudocrossings of these terms@4#. At the
beginning of the 1980s, a muon exchange mechanism via
formation of an excited, metastable hydrogen-heliu
molecule (hmHe)* was proposed@5#. This mechanism pre-
dicted transfer rates up to two orders of magnitude hig
than the direct transfer process.


The processes are described on the example of
deuterium-helium case here, since this paper is devote
the measurements in deuterium-helium (D2-He) mixtures.
The muonic molecules are formed in collisions of groun
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state muonic hydrogen atoms with helium:


~md!1s1He→@~dmHe!* e2#11e2. ~1!


The binding energy is carried off by an Auger electro
Muonic hydrogen-helium molecules only exist in the sta
2ps with the vibrational quantum numbern50. All other
molecular states are unbound. The resonant metastable
lecular state deexcites to its unbound ground state 1ss. The
released energy is carried off by the emission of an x ray
well-defined energy (;6.8 keV!,


@~dmHe!* e2#1→@~dmHe!21e2#11g, ~2!


or by an Auger electron of the same energy:


@~dmHe!* e2#1→~dmHe!211e2. ~3!


The probability of x-ray transition is significantly higher tha
that by emission of an Auger electron. The molecule dis
ciates to the nucleus of the hydrogen isotope and a mu
helium atom


~dmHe!21→~mHe!11d. ~4!


The energy difference between the 2ps and 1ss molecular
states in the vicinity of the minimum of the 2ps state is
more than two orders of magnitude higher than in the an
gous electronic system. After its proposal, the descri
muon transfer mechanism was studied theoretically in s
eral publications@6–9#. The discussion was renewed with th
suggestion of a possible nonradiative decay channel du
particle decay of the muonic molecule with the ratelp @10#:


@~dmHe!* #21→~mHe!11d18.2 keV. ~5!


The reaction products are accelerated by the released en
lp is sensitive to the rotational state of the muonic molec
and to its reduced mass, which generates a strong isot
effect on the branching ratio of the decay channels: the p
ability of particle decay is three times higher for (dm3He)*
than for (dm4He)* . This is one of the reasons why x ray
from radiative decay of the latter are easier to observe.


The shape of the emitted x-ray spectrum is asymme
with an expected width of;0.8 keV. Most probably, a mol-
ecule is formed with a rotational quantum numberJ51. The
possible deexcitation to the lower bound stateJ50 is closely
connected with the probability of the fusion reaction in su
a molecule. Theoretical estimations for the fusion rates
the reaction


dm3He→m14 He1p118.35 MeV ~6!


in the stateJ50 surpass the estimated values of the fus
rates in theJ51 state by orders of magnitude@11#. There-
fore, the rate for the transitionJ51→J50 must be high in
comparison to the rates of all the other decay channels o
muonic molecule to allow the observation of fusion eve
experimentally. For (dm4He)* case, no measurable fusion
expected. Experimental investigations of the fusion proc
for (dm3He)* are under way@12,13#. For theoretical and
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experimental investigations of this topic, an accurate kno
edge of the molecular formation rates is essential. Moreo
the x-ray line shape reflects the populations of the two ro
tional states. Theoretical interest has focused on calculat
of the probabilities of the three individual decay chann
and the shape of the emitted x-ray spectrum in connec
with the population of the rotational states@14–16#, and with
the correlated nuclear fusion rate in (dm3He)* molecules
@11,17–20#.


B. Experimental situation


Several previous experiments were stimulated by the p
posal of a transfer process from hydrogen to helium via
formation of a metastable molecule@5#. The molecular ex-
change mechanism was confirmed by measuring high tr
fer rates of the expected order of magnitude. All the giv
transfer rates are normalized to liquid-hydrogen density
helium concentration. Therefore, they have to be multipl
by the target densityf and the atomic helium concentratio
cHe to obtain the ‘‘effective transfer rates’’ for a specifi
target composition.


Indirectly, transfer rates were obtained from the time d
tributions ofdd fusion events@21–25# or by the triple mix-
ture method, which is to add a small component of a no
gas to the hydrogen-helium mixture to observe x-ray tran
tions of the muonic cascade in a noble gas@26,27#. Up till
now the latter method was used only for a determination
the transfer rate from hydrogen to heliumlpHe. In addition,
molecular decay x rays were directly detected for t
(dmHe)* @28# case as well as the (pm4He)* @29# case. Tak-
ing into account the particle decay process, the disagreem
between yield@29# and triple-mixture measurements@26# of
the transfer rates from hydrogen to4He could be explained
Experimental results from mixtures of purified hydrog
(1H2) and helium were also presented by our collaborati
Results were obtained from triple-mixture measureme
@30#, as well as from investigations in binary mixtures@31#.
In these measurements x rays originating from the deca
(pm3He)* molecules were detected for the first time@31#.
Measurements in deuterium-helium mixtures are addition
of interest because the molecular formation rates depen
the masses of the involved particles. Generally, transfer r
to helium are expected to be higher from muonic deuteri
than from muonic hydrogen, and are therefore easier to m
sure directly in deuterium-helium mixtures. An isotopic e
fect between3He and 4He is also expected. This isotopi
effect was not seen in our investigations in hydrogen-heli
mixtures @30,31#. In deuterium-helium mixtures this differ
ence can be more precisely measured by direct x-ray m
surements. The discrepancy between the results for
D2-4He case obtained by fusion event measurements@23,25#
is still unexplained. In the first measurements of muon tra
fer rates via direct observation of the molecular x rays
deuterium-helium mixtures, which were carried out in liqu
mixtures at KEK, Japan, a distinct line was observed
D2-4He mixtures, whereas the molecular line was very di
cult to recognize in D2-3He mixtures@28,32#. The obtained
results for the muon transfer rate to4He could not be repro-
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duced by the same group by measurements with diffe
helium concentrations@33#. The result for D2-4He presented
in Ref. @28# was corrected@32#, giving rise to a remarkable
difference between the result from those x-ray measurem
and the fusion event measurements@23,25#. For the transfer
rate from (md)1s to 3He, only an upper limit was obtaine
@32#.


C. Advantages of this experiment


One advantage of the present experiment was the sim
taneous employment of semiconductor diodes as x-ray de
tors, and of electron counters, which allowed the applicat
of an efficient reduction of background events. A continuo
muon beam of high luminosity and high purity, at the Pa
Scherrer Institut~PSI!, Switzerland, was an additional ben
efit. Another important improvement in the present expe
ment was the use of a cryogenic gas target which allowed
selection of target conditions~concentrations and densitie!
in order to optimize the x-ray yield and the decay constan
the x-ray time distribution, which is also dependent on
experimental conditions. The helium concentrations for m
surements in liquid targets are limited by the solubility
helium in liquid hydrogen.


II. EXPERIMENT


A. Goals


The goals of this work were to reach a significantly bet
yield for the decay x rays from the molecular (dmHe)* state
for both helium isotopes3He and 4He, in comparison to
earlier measurements@28,32,33#, in order to investigate the
energy and shape of the molecular x-ray spectrum, an
determine unambiguously the transfer rates from the t
distributions of these x rays for both isotopic mixtures. T
aim of these efforts was to improve the unsatisfactory exp
mental situation concerning the muon transfer rates, an
provide a possibility to test the different theoretical a
proaches.


B. Setup


The measurements were carried out at themE4 muon
channel at PSI. The primary proton beam current was;1
mA during the measurements. The muon beam was defi
by a 1.731.7 cm2 opening area of the extraction slits. W
performed three measurements each for the liquid and
gas states: one in a D2-4He mixture, one in a D2- 3He mix-
ture, and one in a pure deuterium target as background m
surement.


A schematic view of the experimental setup used for
gas measurements is shown in Fig. 1. The cryogenic ta
cell was located in an insulation vacuum chamber. Two
get cells were specially manufactured, one for the liq
mixture and one for the gas mixture. The liquid cell w
constructed with a volume of 40 cm3 for a temperature rang
of 20–25 K. It was made of stainless steel~type 1.4301!, and
coated by a 100mm silver layer to avoid x-ray lines in the
energy region of interest. The gas target cell for low te
peratures had an inner volume of about 200 cm3. The outer
dimensions were 6.536.5311 cm3 with an inner diameter
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of 5.4 cm and an inner length of 7.75 cm. It consisted e
tirely of pure aluminum. Therefore, a silver coating was n
needed. This target cell was also employed in our meas
ments in binary hydrogen-4He mixtures@31#.


A high target pressure is important for an optimum mu
stopping distribution inside the target cell. On the other ha
the maximum possible target pressure depends on the
area and shape of the target windows, and the thickness
elasticity of the window material. Thick windows allow
higher pressures, but thin windows are required for effici
transmission of low-energy x rays.


For the measurement in liquid mixtures, a 100-mm alumi-
num foil served as an entrance window for the muons. T
window at the bottom of the liquid target cell was made
25 mm Kapton, and the one on the detector side was mad
12.5mm Kapton. The windows were laid out for a maximu
pressure of 2 bar. In the gas target cell, the windows on
side and that on the bottom were made of 50-mm Hostaphan
foils. A 75 mm Kapton foil served as entrance window fo
the muons. The windows of the gas target cell were desig
for a pressure up to 7 bar, which at 30 K corresponds t
target density of;10% of the atomic liquid hydrogen den
sity ~LHD! ~the LHD is equal to 4.2531022 atoms cm23).
The measured burst pressure was 20.2 bar. The window
the vacuum chamber consisted of 50-mm Kapton foils on the
side and on the bottom for both configurations, and the
trance window was made of 98mm aluminum.


C. Detectors


Two diodes were employed, one Si~Li ! diode and one Ge
diode, with 1- and 0.25-cm3 sensitive volumes, respectivel
~see Fig. 1!. Both energy and timing information of x ray
were recorded. The target mixtures were also checked


FIG. 1. Scheme of the experimental setup viewed along
muon beam. This setup was used for the measurements in gas
mixtures. Two semiconductor diodes@Si~Li ! and Ge# were em-
ployed. For measurements in liquid mixtures, a smaller target
and only one diode were in use.
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possible impurities with these detectors by searching
muonic x rays of higherZ materials.


The energy resolutionnE ~full width at half maximum!
at an energy of 6.4 keV~Fe Ka) wasnE5278 eV for the
Ge diode, andnE5436 eV for the Si~Li ! diode in the en-
vironment of the accelerator. The sensitive energy reg
was 3–72 keV for the Ge diode and 5.5–152 keV for t
Si~Li ! diode.


The energy calibration of both detectors used for the
mixtures was done with the help of x-ray lines originati
from 54Mn, 55Fe, 57Co, and241Am sources, and the muoni
helium lines of known energy:m3He Ka ~8.161 keV!,
m3He Kb ~9.668 keV!, m4He Ka ~8.235 keV!, and
m4He Kb ~9.755 keV!. The stability of the energy calibra
tion was carefully checked by determining the positions
the same lines every 3 h. Fluctuations occurred only wit
the statistical errors of the positions of each subsample.


Two plastic scintillators placed between the muon ch
nel and the vacuum chamber served as a beam telescop
anticoincidence between these detectors produced the m
stop signal which defined the time zero point. A pileup g
in the electronics was used to prevent a muon pileup for 8ms
before and after the muon stop. The scintillators arran
around the target cell, which are shown in Fig. 1, were u
for the detection of the electrons from muon decay.


Additionally, CCD’s and neutron counters were employ
simultaneously with the semiconductor diodes. These de
tors are not indicated in the scheme of Fig. 1, since
analysis and the results of their measurements are beyon
scope of this work and will be discussed in a coming pub
cation. Results obtained from the CCD detectors for
(pmHe)* case are already published@31#.


D. Gas handling and mixture analysis


The target was cooled by a water-cooled helium comp
sor. The temperature was controlled by a proportion
differential-integral heating regulation system. The tar
cells were filled volumetrically. The gas mixtures were p
pared close to the point of liquefaction as a comprom
between the lowest possible pressure and high density.


An extraction capillary led directly into the target cell fo
sample taking. The gas-filling tube and the extraction ca
lary were fixed outside the target cell, with the opening in
center of the upper wall of the target cell. Several sample
the target fillings were taken before, during, and after e
measurement to monitor the stability of the composition
the target mixtures. The target pressure and target temp
ture were monitored continuously during all measureme
After a measurement, the target was expanded into a sto
volume which provided the possibility of analyzing the com
position again any time after the measurement. The e
knowledge of the target composition is essential since
concentrations appear in nearly every rate which is used
the calculation of the final result of the measurement. Th
to four samples were usually taken and analyzed at the s
time. The results were compared with the volumetric de
mination of the concentrations during target filling and w
the results of the analysis of the stored target mixture. T
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results of each analysis were consistent within their errors
all measurements.


Two systems were employed for the mass spectrometr
quadrupole mass spectrometer~QMS! and a cyclotron reso-
nance mass spectrometer~Omegatron!. We used the QMS
mainly for the analysis of the D2-3He mixtures because of it
simpler handling, and the results were spot checked with
Omegatron. The Omegatron had to be employed for the
vestigation of mixtures with two ingredients of mass;4,
because it provides the high resolution required to sepa
the masses of D2 and 4He.


A different procedure had to be carried out for the liqu
targets as gaseous helium had to be dissolved in liquid d
terium. The composition of the target had to be determin
volumetrically with the help of Henry’s law proportionalit
constants@34#.


The permeability of helium through polyamide foi
~Kapton, Hostaphan! was systematically tested in our labo
ratory. The gas loss was found to be negligible below 125
@35# for our type of measurements. Nevertheless, a sec
QMS was connected to the volume of the vacuum cham
to check that no helium diffuses out of the target cell duri
a measurement. Most parts of our gas handling and ta
system were also used for measurements in the hydro
helium mixtures@30,31#.


E. Target conditions


Our first three measurements were carried out in liq
targets because of the high muon stopping probability
the expected high photon yield, even at very low heliu
concentrations. In addition, measurements with liquid targ
allow a direct comparison with the results obtained at KE
@28,32,33#, and having obtained the preliminary results f
the muon transfer rate we were able to optimize the tar
conditions for the gas measurements. Table I lists all of
target conditions. We used cleaned deuterium with a v
low content of1H2 and HD molecules. In the calculation o
the final result of the transfer rate for the liquid mixtures, t
same concentration of HD as in the gas mixtures was ta
into account. The selected muon momenta w
;44.9 MeV/c for the measurements in liquid targets a
;37.2 MeV/c for the gas measurements.


III. ANALYSIS AND RESULTS


A. Characteristics of the molecular x-ray line


We have clearly observed a (dmHe)* decay spectrum
with good statistics for both helium isotopes. These data
lowed a precise investigation of the energy and shape of
molecular x-ray peak. Selection of different time window
after the muon stop showed that the molecular (dmHe)*
peak in the energy spectrum appeared only after the pro
x-ray lines~in coincidence with the muon stop signal!, e.g.,
from a direct atomic capture of the muon in helium. The tim
distribution of the molecular peak showed a fast buildu
(,30 ns! and then an exponentially decaying slope. Fo
comparison of the measured energy spectra with theor
window was set at a time when all prompt x rays had dis
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TABLE I. Target conditions of all measurements.T ~K! indicates the temperature in Kelvin;P ~bar! the
pressure in bar; the density is given relative to the liquid hydrogen density LHD;CHe is the atomic helium
(3He or 4He) concentration; andCHD is the atomic concentration of HD molecules. Targets at a tempera
of 23.8 K were liquid, the others gaseous.


Target T ~K! P ~bar! Density ~LHD! CHe ~%! CHD ~%!


D2 23.860.1 1.05560.005 1.14560.006
D2-4He 23.860.1 1.05560.005 1.14560.006 0.14060.014
D2-3He 23.860.1 1.05560.005 1.14560.006 0.088060.0088
D2 31.560.2 5.6060.01 0.078360.0007 0.360.1
D2-4He 31.560.2 5.5160.01 0.079260.0008 3.2560.05 0.560.1
D2-3He 30.560.2 5.5860.01 0.069760.0007 9.1360.27 0.460.1
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peared, in order to cut off the beam-correlated backgrou
The shape of the background in the observed energy re
and its time distribution were well known from the measu
ments in pure deuterium.


The intensity maximum of the molecular x-ray peak do
not lie in its center; rather, the peak is asymmetric with a
on the lower-energy side, and therefore it cannot be fitted
a single Gaussian. The peak is considerably broader than
energy resolutions of the detectors.


The energy maximum of the line moves to higher en
gies with the increasing mass of the helium isotope and
higher rotational quantum numbers. The accuracy of the
tained energy spectra made a comparison with theore
spectra@15,16# possible. Using the theoretical energy spec
as input, we calculated experimental spectra by correc
for the efficiency of the x-ray detection and folding with th
detector resolution for the Ge diode. The Ge diode was c
sen because of its superior energy resolution. Figure~a!
shows the calculated detection efficiency of the Ge detec
Details of the different contributions are found in Ref.@36#.
The result of the procedure is shown in Fig. 2~b!. In Fig. 3


FIG. 2. ~a! Relative x-ray detection efficiency of the Ge detec
in the relevant energy region, taking into account the transmis
through the target, the windows on the target cell and on
vacuum vessel, the beryllium window of the diode, and the abs
tion of the diode.~b! Theoretical energy spectrum~dotted line! @15#,
and the same spectrum but modified by taking into account
efficiency and energy resolution of the detector~solid line!. Both
spectra are normalized to the same height. The same proce
applied to the theoretical spectra from Ref.@16# lead to comparable
results.
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the ‘‘quasiexperimental’’ spectra are compared with tho
actually measured. The positions of the intensity maxima
the molecular lines were determined for the theoretical a
measured spectra in the same way, and are given in Tab
The widths of the measured spectra were determined to


910630 eV for the~dm3He!* line,


910620 eV for the ~dm4He!* line.


These values represent the weighted means of the meas
spectra of both detectors. According to theory, a sma
width is expected for (dm4He)* than for (dm3He)* . Figure
3 shows that the agreement between adapted theory sp
and measured ones is visibly better for (dm4He)* than for
(dm3He)* . Comparing the experimental and theoretical li
shapes and the positions of the intensity maxima, we c
clude that the radiative decay of the (dmHe)* molecule
takes place primarily from the rotational stateJ51 for both
types of molecules, (dm3He)* and (dm4He)* , for the inves-
tigated target conditions.


Theoretical works comparing their spectra with our e
perimental spectra, without taking into account the dist
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e
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FIG. 3. Energy spectra for the molecular x-ray peak. The spe
from theory are adapted to our experimental conditions and c
pared with the measured spectra:~a! (dm3He)* . ~b! (dm4He)* . ~c!
The two experimental spectra for both isotopic compositions
gether with the respective theoretical expectations forJ51. The
theory spectra shown here are taken from Ref.@15#.
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tions due to detector efficiency and energy resolution, ca
to the same conclusion@15,16# because the change of th
energy spectrum due to the experimental conditions was
small after normalization of the original theory spectrum a
the adapted one to the same height@Fig. 2~b!#. The differ-
ence between the results of both calculations@15,16# is too
small to allow any selection between them from the exp
mental data.


B. Determination of the muon transfer rates


1. Analysis method


Figure 4 shows the most important reactions in
deuterium-helium mixture in which a muon has stopped. T
muon can either be captured in an excited state by a he
atom with a probabilityWHe or by a deuterium atom with a
probability Wd . The formation of such an exotic atom
possible mainly by the transfer of the binding energy to o
electron of the atom~Auger mechanism!. A captured muon
cascades down to the ground state of the atom via a seri
transitions@37#. For a muonic deuterium atom, the casca
processes compete with excited-state transfer to helium
oms of the ratesldHe* . The probability for a muonic deute
rium atom to reach its ground state in the presence of hel
is calledq1s


He. The muon transfer from a ground-state deu
rium atom (md)1s to a helium atom takes place predom
nantly via the formation of the metastable, excited (dmHe)*
molecule@5#; direct transfer is suppressed@4#.


For a (md)1s atom, there exist several other reacti
channels which must be taken into account in our analy
muon decay, transfer to possible target impurities or to ato
of the target cell walls~muon transfer rates to higherZ ele-
ments are generally significantly larger than to helium!, and
formation of apmd molecule with another proton or, mor
likely, a dmd molecule with a deuteron. Thedmd molecular
formation ratesldmd


1/2 andldmd
3/2 from the two hyperfine state


F5 1
2 and 3


2 , whereF is the total spin of the (md)1s atom,
show a significantly different temperature dependence du
the different level energies@38,39#. Spontaneous fusion o
the two nuclei of thedmd molecule follows.


In pure deuterium, there are two fusion channels:


dmd→m1t1p, ~7!


dmd→m13He1n. ~8!


In the second channel, the muon may ‘‘stick’’ to the3He
nucleus being lost for further fusion reactions. The aver
sticking probability isv5b vd , whereb is the probability


TABLE II. Energy of the intensity maximum of the molecula
decay spectrum in keV.


(dm3He)* (dm4He)*
J50 J51 J50 J51


This experiment 6.8060.03 6.8860.03
Theory @15# 6.766 6.808 6.836 6.878
Theory @16# 6.760 6.782 6.836 6.857
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for a dd fusion channel with a neutron and a helium nucle
as the end products@Eq. ~8!#, and vd is the sticking prob-
ability of the muon to the helium nucleus after fusion.


The formation of a (dmHe)* molecule is possible from
both hyperfine states of a (md)1s atom. The hyperfine tran
sition rate in (md)1s atoms is much higher than the muo
decay rate. The populations of the two hyperfine states of
(md)1s atom (N1/2 and N3/2) and the population of the
(dmHe)* molecular state (NdmHe) are described by a system
of differential equations with constant coefficients. At th
low temperatures of this experiment, the upward hyperfi
transitionF5 1


2 →F5 3
2 is negligible. Neglecting this transi


tion and the muon recycling after fusion, the time evoluti
of states is described by the following linear differential sy
tem:


dN3/2


dt
52@l01w~Cdldmd


3/2 1CdlHF1CHeldHe!#N3/2,


~9!


dN1/2


dt
51wCdlHFN3/22@l01w~Cdldmd


1/2 1CHeldHe!#N1/2.


~10!


Herel0 is the muon decay rate,lHF is the hyperfine transi-
tion rateF5 3


2 →F5 1
2 , Cd andCHe are the atomic deuterium


and helium concentrations, respectively, andw is the target
density relative to the LHD.


We assume the muon transfer rate to heliumldHe to be
equal from both hyperfine states, an assumption supporte
theory @40#. Then the population of the (dmHe)* state can
be written as


FIG. 4. Scheme of the most important kinetic processes i
deuterium-helium mixture when a muon is introduced. The mu
may be captured either by a deuterium atom or a helium atom,
cascade down via various cascade processes to the ground
The ground state of muonic deuterium (md)1s which exists in the
two hyperfine statesF5


3
2 andF5


1
2 , is reached with the probability


q1s
He. A pmd or dmd molecule may be formed, the latter leading


muon-catalyzed fusion. The muon transfer process from (md)1s to
helium proceeds with high probability via the formation of
(dmHe)* molecule which has four disappearance channels.
steps of the muon transfer process are drawn bold. For a m
detailed explanation of the kinetics, see the text~Sec. III B 1!.
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dNdmHe


dt
5wCHeldHe~N1/21N3/2!e


2tlexp. ~11!


Since the decay rate of the muonic molecule (ldec
;1012 s21) is much higher than the molecular formatio
rate, the muon transfer rate is determined mainly by
(dmHe)* formation rate@5#. The measured time distributio
of the (dmHe)* x-ray peak is very well described by a sing
exponential with the ratelexp, which is interpreted as the
total disappearance rate of the (md)1s state in a D2-He mix-
ture.


In this approximation,lexp is given by


lexp5l01wS Cdvldmd
1/2 1CHeldHe1Cplpmd1(


i
Cil i D ,


~12!


whereCp is the atomic concentration of hydrogen1H, lpmd
is the formation rate of thepmd molecule, andCi are the
concentrations of possible target impurities with the cor
sponding muon transfer ratesl i . With v, we have reintro-
duced the average sticking probability.


Numerical tests showed that the approximate form
~12! reproduces the calculated exact solution of the lin
differential equation system very accurately. The relat
systematic uncertainty due to the use of this approxim
equation for our analysis is,1024 @36#, and therefore neg
ligible in comparison with the statistical errors of our resul


2. Event types


Five event types can be detected by our x-ray detecto
~1! X rays of about 6.8 keV originating from the decay


the (dmHe)* molecule.
~2! X rays from the muonic cascade in helium. The e


ergy of the x rays from the muonic cascade in deuterium
below the sensitive regions of the diodes.


~3! X rays from the cascade of muons captured by ato
of the target cell or detector materials.


~4! Delayed x rays from the muonic cascade in atoms
the target cell material, which are due to diffusion ofmd
atoms within the target. When they reach the target cell w
muon transfer is possible.


~5! Muonic x rays from the cascade in impurity atom
with Z>3, which may be present in the deuterium-heliu
mixture.


~6! A continuous background, e.g., from bremsstrahlun
Prompt events of types~2!, ~3!, and ~5! do not influence


the time distribution of the 6.8-keV x rays, whereas delay
events of types~4! and ~5! would cause additional delaye
components which must be taken into consideration in
evaluation of the muon transfer rate. We identified prom
muonic aluminum and muonic oxygen lines during the m
surements in the gas targets. Oxygen is present in the
dow foils of the target cell, while aluminum can be assign
to the target cell walls. The investigation of all visible line
showed that all lines except the 6.8-keV line, and the muo
helium lines had no delayed components.
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We did not find gas impurities by our mass spectrome
measurements. One would primarily expect a contamina
by nitrogen, of which only a few ppm would be clearly vis
ible in the energy spectra. We did not observe any nitrog
line within our detection range~e.g., theL lines at 19.033
keV, 25.683 keV, 28.761 keV etc.!. Additionally, at cryo-
genic temperatures it is safe to assume that all conceiv
target impurities are frozen out at the target walls, the tar
mixture itself is clean.


The muonic helium lines were different from all of th
other peaks. Their time distributions showed delayed eve
caused by muons, which either ‘‘stick’’ to the helium
nucleus or are recycled and captured by helium atoms a
catalyzing dd fusion. Simulations for our measuremen
showed that, e.g., for the gaseous D2-3He mixture.0.1% of
the total amount ofmHe events are expected to be delay
Ka x rays. This is consistent with the observed spectru
The time constant of these delayed events is different fr
that of the (dmHe)* line. Moreover, in our measuremen
with hydrogen-helium targets@31#, no delayed part of the
mHe line was discovered.


3. Evaluation of the muon transfer rates


Two methods of background treatment were applied in
pendently. One very efficient method makes use of the
called ‘‘delayed electron condition.’’ This requires the dete
tion of an electron from muon decay within a certain tim
interval after the x-ray signal. Using this method, x ra
mainly from bremsstrahlung and from muon stops in tar
materials create a smooth background which can be
ciently suppressed. The time window for the detection of
delayed electron is selected with the help of a time differe
spectrum of diode time signals and electron counters t
signals~Fig. 5!. However, the small detection efficiency o
the electron counters due to their restricted solid angle le
to essential losses of good events. The application of


FIG. 5. Time difference spectrum of the first signal from a
electron counter and of the Si~Li ! diode after the muon stop. Th
hatched region shows the allowed time interval (t1 ,t2) for the elec-
trons to follow the x-ray event~in this case 310 and 4010 ns afte
the muon stop# for the creation of the final time spectrum.
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delayed electron condition changes the constant accide
background to a well-known exponential shape@41,42#.


After the background shape is determined, the time dis
bution of the x-ray events from the decay of the muo
molecules can be fitted by a single exponential. The fit ra
was chosen to fulfill two conditions: more than 30 events
channel, and more than 20 degrees of freedom. The stab
of the result with respect to variable fit ranges was carefu
checked. Influences of the time resolution functions of
detectors were studied and found to be negligible@36#. Fig-
ures 6 and 7 show the observed energy spectra and th
spective time distributions. Table III gives the fit results f
lexp. The measurements in the gas mixtures with two d
ferent, simultaneously operating, detectors represent in
pendent measurements at the same experimental condit
Since the results are consistent with each other, the weig
mean was formed. For the measurements in liquid targ
only the Si~Li ! diode was employed.


The second method of background treatment applied
simple subtraction of the background beneath the 6.8-k


FIG. 6. Energy spectra of the muonic decay x rays from~a!
(dm4He)* and from ~b! (dm3He)* obtained in the gaseous mix
tures.Ka and Kb, K.b, indicate the respective muonic helium
x-ray lines originating from the muonic cascade in~a! 4He or ~b!
3He. ~c! and~d! show the respective time distributions correspon
ing to the hatched regions in~a! and ~b!. For the background sup
pression, a delayed electron condition was applied.l0 is the slope
of the accidental background.
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line. The shape of the background was extracted from
measurements in pure deuterium. This known backgro
was subtracted from the spectrum obtained in the mixtu
using the correct normalization. For the determination of
statistical relation of both spectra, the energy regions
tween 15 and 70 keV were compared because there ar
structures correlated to the helium admixture. The time c
brations of both diodes were stable within61 ns, so that no
corrections had to be carried out before the subtraction of
time spectra. The time spectra obtained by background s
traction could be fitted by a single exponential.


Both methods of background treatment were applied
the data of each detector for each of the measurements.
results of both methods and of each detector were consis
with each other. Since the spectra obtained by applyin
delayed electron condition allowed a more precise analy
the fit results forlexp obtained from these spectra~Table III!
were used to calculate the muon transfer rateldHe with Eq.
~12!. The other necessary values were taken from the lite
ture: the muon decay ratel05(0.455159960.0000083)


-


FIG. 7. The energy spectra of the muonic decay x rays fr
(dm4He)* ~a! and (dm3He* ) ~b!, obtained in the liquid mixtures
are shown. For the displayed time distributions in~c! and ~d! only
events in the energy range of the hatched regions in~a! and~b! were
accepted. For background suppression, a delayed electron cond
was applied,l0 is the slope of the accidental background due to
application of this condition.

.


TABLE III. Fit results for the slope of the x-ray time spectra of the deexcitation (dmHe)* line which


were obtained by applying a delayed electron condition.x red
2 is thex2 per degree of freedom of the fit curve


Target Detector Fit range (ms) lexp(ms21) x red
2


D2-3He gaseous Ge ~0.5, 1.65! 1.59560.072 0.954
Si~Li ! ~0.06, 1.65! 1.64860.036 0.771


weighted mean 1.63760.032
D2-4He gaseous Ge ~0.13, 1.48! 3.16760.026 0.935


Si~Li ! ~0.12, 1.59! 3.15360.024 1.25
weighted mean 3.15960.018


D2-3He liquid Si~Li ! ~0.11, 1.65! 0.75160.067 1.01
D224He liquid Si~Li ! ~0.1, 1.75! 2.74660.027 0.896
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TABLE IV. Experimental results for the ground state muon transfer rates from (md)1s to 3He and to4He.
RT indicates room temperature,dd fusion events indicates that the results were obtained from dete
events caused bydd fusion, and x rays stands for the measurement of molecular x rays. All results g
were obtained from time distributions.


Detected signals T ~K! ld3He (108 s21) ld4He (108 s21) Reference


x rays 30.560.2 1.85660.077 this work
31.560.2 10.5060.21 this work


x rays 23.860.1 2.7760.73 14.261.4 this work
x rays 20 13.161.2 @28#


correction to Ref.@28# 26.2 @32#


x rays 20–22 <9 28.161.264.0 @32#


dd fusion events RT 3.260.3 @22#


dd fusion events RT 1.2760.11 3.6860.18 @23#


dd fusion events RT 1.2460.05 @24#


dd fusion events 300 2.7560.22 @25#


dd fusion events 100–540 261 @21#
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3106 s21 @43#, the dmd molecular formation rateldmd
1/2


5(0.046860.0054)3106 s21 at 25.5 K, and the branchin
ratio for the fusion channel with neutron releaseb50.530
60.021 at 25.5 and 40 K@44#, thepmd molecular formation
rate lpmd5(5.660.2)3106 s21 at 20–23 K@45#, and the
sticking probabilityvd50.12260.003@46#.


Our results forldHe are summarized together with resu
of earlier measurements in Table IV. The transfer rateldHe
obtained fromlexp represents the total ground-state mu
transfer rate, which is the sum of the molecular transfer r
and the low direct ground-state transfer rateld3,4He


dir


;106 s21 @4#. The different error contributions are specifie
in Table V. The errors of the values taken from the literatu
have very little influence on the uncertainties of our resu


A clear difference between the muon transfer rates in
uid and gas mixtures appears for both ratesld4He andld3He,
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which is significantly larger than expected due to the ve
small temperature difference@47#. Contrary to the gas mix-
tures, there could occur unknown systematic uncertaintie
the helium concentrations in the liquid mixtures because
the determination method. However, these systematic err
if relevant at all, could only slightly decrease the heliu
concentrations.


Regarding Eq.~12!, possible lower helium concentration
than the ones given in Table I for the liquid mixtures on
lead to higher transfer rates which would make the differe
between the transfer rates measured in gas and liquid ta
even more striking. Therefore, the difference between
rates can be assigned to the different densities of the m
tures. A possible explanation can be based on the diffe
kinetic-energy distributions of (md)1s atoms at different den-
sities due to cascade processes. In particular, Coulomb d

ation


e:

TABLE V. Contributions of the individual errors of the quantities which are necessary for the evalu
of the transfer rateldHe to the total error.w indicates the target density,CHe the atomic helium concentration
(3He or 4He), andCp the atomic hydrogen concentration.Vlit contains the values taken from literatur
l0 ,ldmd


1/2 ,lpmd ,b, and vd . rms means ‘‘root mean square.’’ All uncertainties are given in %.


Source of error


Fit w CHe Cp Vlit rms


D2-3He gaseous
Uncertainty of source 1.95 1.0 2.96 25.0 0.002–11.54
Resulting uncertainty forldHe 2.71 1.0 2.96 0.02 0.003 4.1
D2-4He gaseous
Uncertainty of source 0.57 1.01 1.54 20.0 0.002–11.54
Resulting uncertainty forldHe 0.67 1.01 1.54 0.008 0.002 2.0
D2-3He liquid
Uncertainty of source 9.0 0.52 10.01 0.002–11.54
Resulting uncertainty forldHe 24.16 0.55 10.06 0.22 26
D2-4He liquid
Uncertainty of source 0.98 0.52 10.0 0.002–11.54
Resulting uncertainty forldHe 1.17 0.53 10.0 0.03 10
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citation leads to accelerated (md)1s atoms@48#. Since ther-
malization of these atoms takes place essentially via ela
collisions, a larger high-energy fraction of (md)1s atoms is
present in the gas mixtures. As it is expected that
(dmHe)* formation rate decreases with rising collision e
ergies @5,7,8,47#, the larger fraction of nonthermalize
(md)1s atoms in the gas mixtures leads to the observation
lower muon transfer rates than that corresponding to the
tual temperature of the mixture. A confirmation of this e
planation can only be reached by a full cascade calcula
which also takes into account excited-state transfer p
cesses. Such calculations are presently not available.


IV. SUMMARY


We performed measurements in liquid and gaseous m
tures of D2-3He and D2-4He. The molecular x rays originat
ing from the decay of the (dmHe)* molecules were observe
unambiguously. The measured width of the molecular x-
peak is 910630 eV for (dm3He)* and 910620 eV for
(dm4He)* , both of which are greater than expected
theory. Comparing the experimental and calculated ene
maxima of the peaks~Table II and Fig. 3!, we found that the
(dmHe)* molecule primarily decays from the rotational sta
J51 for our experimental conditions of the gas measu
ments~Table I!.


The obtained muon transfer rates from (md)1s to 3,4He
are


ld4He5~14.261.4!3108s21,


ld3He5~2.7760.73!3108s21


in liquid targets at 23.860.1 K, and


ld4He5~10.5060.21!3108s21,


ld3He5~1.85660.077!3108s21


in gas targets at;31 K.
These results are compared with other available exp


mental results for the muon-transfer rates in Table V. M
experimentally determined transfer rates were obtained
the investigation of events following muon-catalyzeddd fu-
sion. However, the measurements were carried out at sig
cantly different temperatures from ours; therefore, a dir
comparison is not possible.


Our result ofld4He obtained in liquid mixtures agrees we
with the first reported results of x-ray measurements by

u


Zh
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KEK group @28#, but not with their correction of that value
nor with their final value@32#. All the cited KEK values in
Table V were obtained from time distributions of the m
lecular decay x rays. The theoretical estimations range fr
1.76 to 3.123108 s21 for ld3He, and from 3.34 to 11.8
3108 s21 for ld4He @7,8# for 0.004 eV. We cannot confirm
the large discrepancy between theory and experiment at
temperature, but we also have not found a theoretical
proach which consistently describes all our experimental
sults. The present result obtained from the gaseous D2-4He
mixture is the most accurate one of all measurements
ported up to now. Only an upper limit was given forld3He
from decay x-ray measurements@32# until the present work.
To our knowledge, our results for D2-3He are the first results
obtained by direct x-ray measurement for this isotopic co
position. The result forld3He obtained from the measureme
with the gas target was recently confirmed by the prelimin
result of another x-ray measurement at 32 K@12#.


The expected isotopic difference between the transfer
from deuterium to3He or to 4He is unambiguously con
firmed. The muon transfer rates from deuterium to heliu
are about one order of magnitude higher than those fr
hydrogen to helium. This huge difference is qualitatively
agreement with all theoretical expectations that the mu
transfer rate scales with the reduced mass of the invol
particles.


The observed difference between the results from the
and liquid measurements is probably not only due to
rather small temperature difference, but can also be assig
to the different densities of the mixtures. A possible exp
nation is the different kinetic-energy distribution of (md)1s
atoms at different densities.


A set of values for the muon transfer rates from deuteri
to helium is available for comparison with different theore
ical approaches and calculations now. The experimenta
sults reported here have already stimulated further theore
work @19,47#.
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